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k i t chens

Six innovative DeSignerS ShowcaSe 

KitchenS with DiStinct StyleS

TexT By naTalie way 
whether you finD yourSelf entertaining guests or embarking on 

a culinary adventure, the kitchen is one of the most personal rooms of 

the house. Find inspiration from appealing design elements highlighted in  

these vastly diverse kitchens created by some of the top interior designers.

Melanie coDDington
An open kitchen that assimilates the flow of daily life into  
a very livable space, from the spacious quarts countertop 
from Atlas Marble to the abundant cabinetry from Page &  
Pio Construction, to the convenient adjacent home office.
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Jamie Bush
A visible collection of books and  
a chalkboard-fronted SubZero  
refrigerator characterize this  
studious kitchen, created by Marmol 
+ Radziner Architects and interior  
designer Jamie Bush. These details 
are accentuated by sophisticated 
lighting featuring Tom Dixon  
pendants hanging on a custom  
designed fixture by Jamie Bush  
& Co. and walnut barstools  
from Cherner Chair.
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Jay Jeffers
The mixture of color, pattern and texture add depth to this small kitchen. Jeffers chose wall trimmings 
made from custom mosaic tile from Waterworks, cabinetry in a burnt orange shade from Box Cabinetry 
Company, and a vintage lantern from Pier Luigi Colli to give this kitchen an exciting edge.
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Wendy Posard
A custom designed mixed metal hood is the star of this  
turn-of-the-century kitchen. Twin light fixtures by Formations 
also add a rough juxtaposition to the fresh, delicate elements 
of the classic white backsplash and the elegant custom built 
cabinetry by Wendy Posard & Associates.
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Martha angus
Creating a blank canvas with a putty colored custom armoire  
that houses the refrigerator and a plaster “nuage” light fixture,  
Angus infuses color into this kitchen using a custom designed sky  
blue table by Warrens Antiques, a blue lava stone kitchen island,  
and a French 1940s flower display stand from Sue Fisher King.
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Dara rosenfelD 
Inspired by the splendor of the outdoors, Rosenfeld created  
a true naturalist’s kitchen with teak cabinetry by Wick Rice 
Cabinetry, a Himalayan black granite back splash from ASN 
and teak slatted french doors by Metzler Contracting  
Company that welcome in the natural sunlight.
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